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CovER ILLU STRATIO N 
The farmstead shown on the cover is a reproduction of a cen­
tral Illinois farmstead that is unusually well planned. The modern 
farm house is adjacent to the garden and orchard. The house 
stands to the north and west of the barns, this location giving it the 
advantage of the prevailing winds. The garage can be reached 
from the house without passing thru the barn lot. The poultry 
house is located next to the orchard, which location provides an 
opportunity for the poultry to run in the orchard. The placing of 
the corncrib adjacent to the hog house facilitates feeding opera­
tions where large numbers of hogs are raised. The water tank is 
accessible from four lots . The entire farmstead is compactly and 
conveniently arranged to save labor in doing work about the farm 
and to save land. 
Acknowledgment.-A large part of the data presented in this 
circular was collected by J. B. Andrews and W. A. Herrington, 
fieldmen in the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service. P. E. 
Johnston, Assistant Chief in Farm Organization and Management, 
rendered valuable assistance in making statistical analyses to de­
termine the reliability of the tabular method u sed in interpreting 
much of the data. With the large volume of data u sed and pre­
cautions taken in its selection and to hold constant certain factors 
while making the analyses, it is felt that the r esults secured repre­
sent substantially net effects. 
Urbana, Illinois March, 1932 
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Farm Practices That Pay "IIJsr,, 
By H. C. 11. CASE, Chief in Farm Organization and Management, 
and M. L. MosHER, Assistant Chief 
A N AVERAGE GAIN of more than $1,200 a year was made by
.fi_ the operators of twenty-five central Illinois farms in 1929 and 
1930 as the result of improvements which they made in the 
organization and operation of their farms. Carefully kept records 
extending over a period of six years show not only that there was such 
an increase, but, what is of equal importance, how it was accomplished. 
On what facts is the gain figured? During 1925 and 1926 the 
net income of more than 200 farms in central Illinois, including the 
twenty-five farms mentioned above, averaged $1,793 a year. The ope­
rators of these farms are members of what is known as the "Farm 
Bureau Farm Management Service," a cooperative accounting and 
management service. On the twenty-five farms mentioned the average 
net income was only $1 ,288, or $505 less than the average of the entire 
group of 200 farms. During 1929 and 1930, when the average income 
of the 200 farms was $1,836 a year, these twenty-five farms earned 
$2,596, or $760 more than the average. Thus in this short period these 
twenty-five farms had succeeded in increasing their earnings $1,265 as 
compared with the average of the group. This is the most valid 
method of comparison the authors can devise, for it eliminates the· 
influence of changing price levels which otherwise interferes with the 
proper evaluation of practices. 
Another example of the way in which earnings vary on comparable 
farms in the same community regardless of price levels is furnished 
by the data in Table 1. The average net income of these farms varied 
from $3,344 in 1928 to $558 in 1930, a difference of about $2,800. 
Tho earnings drastically declined on all farms during that time, the 
difference in income between the one-fifth most profitable farms and 
the one-fifth least profitable changed ·only $914, declining from 
$3,874 in 1928 to $2,960 in 1930. Thus even in 1930 the better­
managed farms were almost $3,000 better off than the farms with 
less efficient management. All of these farms have access to the same 
markets, are subject to similar weather conditions, and are located pn 
similar types of soil. Such examples may be cited for almost every 
part of Illinois, $1,000 to $3,000 larger net mcome per farm being 
3 
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realized from the one-third most successful record-keeping farms in 
a community than from the least-successful one-third. 
By what means are these increased earnings acquired? By sub­
stantially increasing the acre-yields of crops and the proportion of 
land in higher profit crops; by adopting many improved livestock 
practices; by adding to the investment in productive livestock; by 
reducing the cost of man labor and of power and machinery; and in 
some cases by adding more acres to the farm. These improvements 
are, in turn, due to definite changes in practice. Increased yields, for 
TABLE !.-COMPARISON OF AvERAGE EARNINGS FROM ALL FARMS IN FARM 
BuREAU FARM MANAGEMENT SERVICE, 1925-1930 
Year 
1925 ... .. . ............... . 
1926..................... . 
1927 ......... . .. .. .. . .... . 
1928 ..................... . 
1929..................... . 
1930................... . . . 
Number 
of 
farms 
225 
210 
200 
150 
380 
380 
Average 
earnings 
from all 
farms 
$1 920 
1 665 
2 187 
3 344 
3 113 
558 
Earnings 
from 
one-fifth 
m ost 
profitable 
$3 788 
3 480 
3 849 
4 947 
4 728 
2 161 
E a rnings 
• from 
one-fifth 
least 
profitable 
$ 80 
- 61 
455 
1 073 
1 351 
-7991 
Difference 
between 
high and 
low groups 
$3 708 
3 486 
3 394 
3 874 
3377 
2 960 
1A minus indicates a net loss. 
example, are obtained by more careful attention to the variety of 
seed used, by care in testing and building up the soil, by treatment for 
plant diseases, by improved cultural methods, etc. Increased efficiency 
in handling livestock may be due to any one of a number of practices, 
such as control of disease, feeding well-balanced rations, and use of 
home-grown feeds. Under the present conditions of low prices for 
farm products, efficiency in the use of labor, power, and machinery is 
of relatively large importance. 
It is true that some changes can be made only as a man's financial 
condition permits, and that five to ten years are often required for the 
full benefit of long-time practices, such as the building up of depleted 
soil and the selecting and breeding up of high-producing herds, but 
nevertheless there are many other practices that any farmer in Illinois 
today, no matter what his financial condition, can adopt with immediate 
benefit to his income. 
Thus while the general level of farm earnings is dependent on price 
levels over which the individual farmer has little or no control, careful 
study demonstrates that the wide differences that occur in the earnings 
of comparable farms subject to the same price conditions are due 
largely to matters over which the individual does have a great deal of 
control. In fact, such differences can be ascribed quite definitely to 
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certain practices adopted on the more successful farms .or to certain 
differences in their organization. The more important of these prac­
tices are discussed in this circular and for the convenience of farmers 
with different financial problems are divided into three groups: ( 1) 
those that reduce cash costs; (2) those that require little expense; 
(3) those that require both time and expense, especially additional 
capital. 
It will be recognized that the data presented in this circular are in 
close accord with other research findings of the Illinois Experiment 
Station. 
PRACTICES THAT REDUCE CASH COSTS 
In a period of low prices, when it is necessary to cut expenses to 
a minimum, practices that reduce cash costs are of special importance. 
Following is a list of these practices as they apply to Illinois farms: 1 
1. Fit machinery to needs of farm. 
2. Cooperate with other farmers in ownership of expensive equipment. 
3. Do custom work to reduce overhead cost. 
4. Avoid an excess of power. 
5. Repair machines at home in slack periods. 
6. Feed horses according to work done. 
7. Avoid an excess of labor. 
8. Control costs of building, fencing, and other improvements. 
9. Test soil to save clover and alfalfa seed. 
10. Grow legumes on adapted land. 
11. Use home-produced food. 
12. Develop a farm and home budget. 
1. Fit Machinery to Needs of Farm. Records from a g roup of 
comparable farms in any county in the state usually show the acre­
cost of machinery to be three times as high on some farms as on others. 
The cash outlay for the purchase of machinery, fuel, and oil is usually 
from $100 to $300 larger on the one-third less profitable farms than 
on the one-third most profitable farms (Table 2). Acre-costs run 
especially high on the smaller farms, where frequently the amount of 
work to be done does not justify the purchase of expensive equipment. 
This is not an argument against using modern machinery; it is an 
argument for fitting machinery to the needs of the individual farm. 
1While most of the data presented concerning the value of these practices 
were obtained from farms in central Illinois and are therefore more representa­
tive of farming in that section than in either the northern or the southern part 
of the state, the principles demonstrated by the data are nevertheless just as 
important in one part of 111inois as another. Details with regard to crop varie­
ties, soil treatment, etc., best suited to local conditions can be obtained from the 
county farm adviser or from the University on request. 
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T ABLE 2.-AvERAGE CAsH CosT OF MACHINERY, FuEL, AND OIL FOR 
200 ACRES OF FARM LAND, 1930 
I 
Average for Average for Average for 
County Number of 
r ecords 
entire 
g roup 
1/J most 
P7a~~~le 
l/3 least 
P7a~~~le 
Will.................................. 31 $630 $664 $973 
Rock I sland, Carroll ........... . .. ...... 59 519 464 592 
Mercer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 539 552 588 
Iroquois. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 55 5 614 751 
Christian, Moultrie .... . . .............. . 34 480 4 18 615 
1Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 465 384 612 ----------------------------~------~--
2. Cooperate With Other Farmers in Ownership of Expensive 
Equipment. Many types of farm equipment recently introduced 
on Illinois farms are expensive. 
It therefore is necessary to do a large volume of work with such 
equipment if the expense per unit of product is to be kept low. Co­
operative ownership of the more expensive types of farm equipment, 
such as combines, silo fillers, and corn huskers, has proved profitable 
for many smaller Illinois farms on which the amount of work to be 
done is not large enough to justify individual ownership. 
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FIG. 1.-THE BusHEL CosT OF MACHINE HusKIKG DECLINES AS 
VoLUME INcREASEs 
This graph shows how the cost of husking corn with one-row mechanical 
huskers varied on a g roup of central Illinois farms in 1928 and 1929. A s the 
bushels of corn husked per machine increased from the 1000-3000 rate to the 
7000-9000 rate the cost per bushel decreased 3Yz cents. It is necessary to do a 
large volume of work if the expense per unit of product is to be kept low. 
The cost of husking corn with one-row mechanical huskers under 
conditions existing in 1928 and 1929 varied from 7.1 cents on farms 
where 7,000 to 9,000 bushels were husked to 10.6 cents a bushel on 
farms where between 1,000 to 3,000 bushels were husked, a reduction 
in cost of 3.5 cents a bushel due mainly to the increase in volume of 
work done by a machine (Fig. 1). 
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3. Do Custom Work to Reduce Overhead Cost. Some farmers 
who have limited use for the more expensive farm machinery and 
other equipment justify its ownership by doing custom work for their 
neighbors, thus obtaining the necessary volume of work to reduce the 
overhead cost. In a study of a large number of combines on Illinois 
TABLE 3.-AMOUNT OF WoRK DoNE oN HoME FARM AND oF CusTOM WoRK DoNE 
WITH CoMBINE HARVESTERS BY OPERATORS oF TYPICAL 
ILLINOIS FARMS, 1928-1929 
Power take-off 
8-foot. ..... . ....... .. ........... . 
10-foot. ... .... ........... . _ ...... . 
Motor mounted 
9-foot _.. ................ .... ... . . 
10-foo t ... . ..... . ......... ... ..... . 
12-foot. ................. ... .... .. . 
16-foot . ....... . ............ ...... . 
Number 
of 
combines 
6 
181 
7 
24 
171 
52 
Acres 
home 
farm 
81 
144 
114 
161 
166 
91 
Acres 
custom 
work 
113 
153 
134 
123 
156 
359 
Total 
194 
297 
248 
284 
322 
450 
10ne combine did only custom work. 2Two combines did only custom work. 
farms it was shown that farmers who owned these machines were 
doing more work for their neighbors than they were for themselves 
(Table 3). 
4. Avoid an Excess of Power. More power is frequently avail­
able than is needed to do the farm work, especially if both horses and 
a two- or three-plow tractor are used. With an excess of power either 
the hour-cost of horse labor is high because the horses work a small 
number of hours per horse a year , or the hour-cost for the tractor is 
high because of its limited use. 
The keeping of tractors or horses means overhead costs for interest, 
shelter, and other items of expense regardless of the hours they are 
used. It is significant that records from Champaign and Piatt county 
farms in 1930 show the number of hours a tractor was used to have 
varied on different farms from 146 to 1,134.1 Likewise the number of 
hours a horse was worked varied from 476 on a farm where the hour­
cost of horse labor was 22.4 cents to 983 hours on a farm where the 
hour-cost was only 9.8 cents. On typical Illinois farms in 1930 there 
was little difference, as an average, in the cost per crop acre for labor, 
power, and machinery when farms were operated with horses only and 
when operated with horses and the two- or three-plow tractor com­
monly found on Illinois farms; but on individual farms the available 
1The comparison made here does not include farms on which the general­
purpose tractor was used for row cultivation; there was not sufficient number 
of farms using the general-purpose tractor (in the group studied) to justify 
presenting that data. 
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TABLE 4 .-Cos Ts oF LABOR, HoRs E UsE, AND MACHINERY ON TYPICAL HoRsE­
OPERATED AND HORSE-AND-TRACTOR-OPERATED ILLINOIS FARMS, 1930 
Man labor cost per crop acre ... ...... .. 
Horse labor cost per crop acre ... . ...... 
Machinery cost per crop acre ......... .. 
Cost per crop acre for labor, and total 
power and machinery ..... . ... . ... 
Work accomplished, expressed in work 
units rer man ..................... 
Number o men per farm .. . ...... . . . .. 
Number of horses per farm .. . ... .... .. 
80-199 acres 
33 farms, 33 farms, 
horses horses and 
only tractor 
$ 8.59 
3.42 
1.95 
13.96 
228 
1.3 
6 .1 
$ 8.85 
2.22 
2 .93 
14.00 
210 
1.4 
4 . 5 
200 acres and more 
16 farms, 16 farms, 
horses horses and 
only tractor 
$ 7.28$ 7.43 
2.79 1.90 
3.481. 38 
11.60 12.66 
221 223 
1.8 1.8 
8.5 5.7 
power frequently was not used to capacity (Table 4). The farms in 
the groups compared were similar as to type of soil, size, area in culti­
vation, and the amount of livestock kept. 1 
The acre-cost of man labor is practically the same on farms using 
tractors as on those depending entirely upon horses (Fig. 2). The 
cost of horse labor is made up largely of farm-produced feed, which 
does not represent a cash outlay altho it is an important item in the 
14~~~m r~~~t-l~$
~: 33 FARMS OPERATING WITH HORSES ONLY 
~~~??7777~7.0~??77777.07.0??7777~7.0??77~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ·~  Jjiil~:~?e.t~$1lil!:i;J $ I4 ~ 
33 FARMS OPERATING WITH HORSES AND TRAC.TOR ~ 
u 
On a group of farms where tractors were used and on a group of similar 
farms on which horses and tractors were employed the acre-cost of man labor 
was found to be practically the same. The farms in the two groups were similar 
in size, in soil conditions, in acreages in crops, and in amounts of livestock 
carried. The horse expense shown in the above graph was made up largely of 
farm-produced feed and so does not represent a cash outlay. Expenses for 
tractor and machinery include depreciation, repairs, fuel, and oil. 
1In all cases in which soil was a factor that would affect the results obtained, 
data were used from only those fields of uniform soil type. 
a: 
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FIG. 2 .-MAN LABOR, PowER, AND 1 tlACHINERY CosTs oN TYPICAL HoRSE­
OPERATED AND HoRsE-AND-PowER OPERATED ILLINOIS FARMS, 1930 
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T ABLE 5 .-RATE EARNED oN FARM INVESTMEN T AS RELATED TO PowER AND 
MACHINERY CosT PER CRoP AcRE, 1930 
Power and machinery 
cost per crop acre 
Number 
of 
farms 
118 
so 
16 
Crop 
acres 
p er 
farm 
22 1 
182 
179 
P ower and mach­
inery cost 
Per I Per 
farm . 200 acres 
$ 892 
I 
$ 806 
1059 1160 
1418 1584 
Rate 
earned 
on in­
vestment 
1.23% 
.60 
-.54 
$3 . 00 to $4. 99 .......... . ......... 
5.00 to 6 .99 .. .. . ....... . ... .... 
7 .00 to 8. 99 .. . ...... . . . . . ...... 
cost of operating a farm. The change to more extensive mechanical 
operation means a greater cash outlay because of machinery deprecia­
tion, repairs, fuel, and oil. These findings are in harmony with those 
derived from studies made under like conditions in other states. 
In avoiding an excess of power it is evident that more depends 
upon the way the operator balances labor, power, and machinery to 
meet the needs on his own particular farm than it does upon the kind 
of equipment he uses. 
On a group of 184 of the better operated farms in central Illinois 
the cost of power and machinery, including horse labor figured at the 
farm cost of feed and other items, ranged from $3 to $9 per crop acre 
(Table 5). Assuming that these farms each included 200 acres of 
crop land, the 118 on which the power and machinery costs ranged 
between $3.00 and $4.99 per crop acre made a saving of $778 com­
pared with those 16 farms on which power and machinery costs ranged 
from $7.00 to $8.99 per crop acre. While the differences in costs shown 
here are due to differences in both power and machinery costs, power 
costs are the more important. That the saving in power and ma­
chinery costs did not lead to a poorer job of farming on the 118 farms 
is indicated by the fact that a better rate by 1.77 percent on the total 
farm investment was earned on them. 
5. Repair Machines at Home in Slack Periods. The cash cost 
of repairing farm machinery runs much higher on some farms than 
on others of the same size, as shown by records kept on the same 
farms year after year. Most of the best farmers give careful attention 
to putting all machinery in good working condition during winter time 
and off-seasons. They keep machines protected from weather when 
not in use and from damage from livestock, especially poultry; they 
keep the wearing parts of machines well oiled and greased, which is 
one of the best preventives of the high cost of machinery. 
One cooperator who had an especially low machinery cost, com­
paring his farm with other farms of equal size, accounted for it by 
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the fact that he used about twice as much grease as some of his 
neighbors. Another good Illinois farmer said that the daily labor 
records which he kept helped him most in avoiding loss of time at 
busy periods. A study of these records led him to give careful atten­
tion to doing all possible kinds of work before it was needed, such as 
repair work, and even making or obtaining new parts such as double 
trees, tongues, and harness tugs which he would naturally need to 
replace in a season's work. Thus unnecessary delay in busy periods 
was avoided. 
Keeping cutting edges sharp, keeping wood parts painted, keeping 
harness well oiled and repaired may appear to be small matters, but it 
has been shown repeatedly by careful analysis that it is the combination 
of many practices that appear small in themselves that lead to the 
higher earnings on the more profitable farms. 
6. Feed Horses According to Work Done. The wide differ­
ences that occur in the cost of horse power on farms of similar size 
and type are due to differences in feeding practices as well as to differ­
ences in the number of horses kept (Table 6). 
TABLE 6.-DIFFERENCE IN PowER CosT, DUE TO AMOUNT OF HoRsE PowER 
AVAILABLE A D EcoNOMY OF FEEDING, ON Two FARMS OF SIMILAR 
SrzE AND TYPE, CHAMPAIGN CouNTY, ILLINOIS, 1929 
Acres per farm .................... ...... ................. . 
Crop acres ..... . ........... ......................... . .... . . 
Cost of operating tractor ................... . . ... ... . ...... . 
Cost per hour of tractor use ........... . .................... . 
Number of work horses ...... ..... ....... .... .............. . 
Average maintenance cost per horse ..... ... ..... . ... . . ... .. . 
Cost of maintaining all horses .......... . .... .. . ... . ........ . 
~~~tr~~/ h~~~\fho~s0er~~~k::::::::::: : :: : : :: ::: :::: :::::: :: 
Feed. per horse, pounds 
Grain ..................... . .. . ... ........... . ......... . 
Hay ............... .... ..... .......... .. . ..... . . . . .... . 
Other roughage ....... . ................................ . 
Farm A Farm B 
374 378 
330 330 
$ 470 $ 437 
. 72 1. 21 
8. 5 12 
$ 108 $ 138 
918 1 656 
922 667 
$ .115 $ . 207 
2 582 4 11 6 
3 965 4 167 
2 824 250 
The cost of feed per horse on a group of 19 typical farms in Cham­
paign and Piatt counties in 1930 varied from $58 to $114. Further­
mor.e, on the farm with the lowest feed cost the horses were worked 
more hours than they were on the farm with the highest cost. The 
average cost of horse work per hour varied from 9.5 cents on the three 
low-cost farms to 22.4 cents on the three high-cost farms. 
Feed normally makes up 65 to 75 percent of the total horse cost. 
Savings in this item are usually accomplished by reducing feed when 
horses are not working or not doing hard work. On farms with the 
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lowest keeping cost the horses are usually turned on legume pastures 
or on bluegrass when not at work in the summer, while much of the 
winter feed is from cornfields and straw stacks. The horses are kept 
in good condition, however, thru liberal feeding of grain and hay 
before heavy work begins in the spring and when they are at work. 
It is economy to feed young stock well in order to insure good growth. 
7. Avoid an Excess of Labor. On many corn-belt farms nearly 
half the cost of operation is that for hired and family labor when the 
family labor is valued at what it costs to hire the same work done. 
FIG. 3.-THE Two-Row Pww Is E s PECIALLY UsEFUL IN SAVING LABOR 
The time of corn cultivation is the busiest season of the year on most corn­
belt farms. The two-row corn plow helps to save man labor and power during 
this time. 
A good cropping system with livestock fitted in so as to give a more 
uniform demand for labor thruout the year makes it possible for one 
man to do more productive work and thus labor costs are reduced. 
Of 380 farms in the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service one­
sixth more productive work per man was accomplished on the one­
fifth most profitable than on the one-fifth least profitable farms, the 
men on the most profitable farms doing work equivalent to 247 ten­
hour days per man in caring for their livestock and crops and those 
on the least profitable farms doing work equal to only 212 such days. 
This difference was clue largely to the system of farming followed 
which made it possible to use labor more efficiently on the better farms. 
On many farms there is some labor that is not used to advantage 
during slack periods. If this were used on odd jobs, such as repairing 
buildings, fences, and machinery, it would avoid interference with the 
progress of work during times of heavy seasonal demand. 
-----
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8. Control Costs of Building, Fencing, and Other Improve­
ments. Failure to control improvement costs is holding down the 
profit on many farms. A farm needs adequate equipment, but unnec­
essary improvements quickly absorb profits. On some farms that are 
.;:>verbuilt, it is difficult to utilize all equipment to advantage. Part of 
such equipment is in reality lost capital, so far as making economical 
use of it is concerned. Frequently, however, such buildings can be 
converted successfully to new purposes. Some old barns have been 
made into dairy barns at very low cost by tearing out old stalls and 
putting in stanchions or by building a lean-to shed on one side of the 
barn. 
TABLE 7.-EXPENSE FOR BUILDINGS AND FENCES ON 15 FARMS IN 
CHAMPAIGN AND PIATT CouNTIES, 19261 
(Expense per acre of total farm area) 
Farm No. 
1.•.••• ..... •..•.••........... 
2 ..•.••.•..••••••.•......••... 
3 ....... . .................... . 
4 ..•.•..•..................... 
5 .•..............••••..•...... 
6 ............... . ............ . 
7 ...•.•..•.................... 
8 ..•..•..•.......•.....•...... 
9 ....••......... . ......•...... 
10 ..••••........... ..... ...•. . . 
11 .....•...•• . •••..••.......... 
12 ..•..•..•.................. . . 
13•....•..••................... 
14 .•.•.••••..••..•....... .. .... 
15 ..•.............•.•.......... 
Average ....................... . 
Size of 
farm 
acres 
153 . 5 
149 .1 
201.0 
242.1 
157.9 
159 .3 
157. 9 
378.0 
198.5 
209 .0 
312.5 
581.8 
303.7 
245.5 
444 . 0 
259 .6 
Buildings 
expense 
$4.83 
4. 31 
2.27 
2 .60 
1. 91 
1 . 84 
1. 71 
1. 57 
1. 21 
1. OS 
1.23 
1.19 
.82 
. 74 
. 46 
1 .57 
F en ce 
expense 
$ .33 
.42 
. 95 
.34 
.33 
.57 
. 44 
.54 
. 41 
.73 
.30 
.43 
. 36 
. 18 
. 18 
. 42 
Total 
$5.16 
4. 73 
3.22 
2.94 
2.24 
2.41 
2.15 
2.11 
1.62 
1. 78 
1. 53 
1. 62 
1.18 
.92 
.64 
1. 99 
lin determining these expenses, the residence of the operator was omitted in order 
that the items of expense might be comparable for a ll farms. 
On a group of 15 typical farms in Champaign and Piatt counties 
the annual cost of buildings and fencing varied from 64 cents to $5.16 
an acre, with an average cost of $1.99 (Table 7). With perhaps two 
or three exceptions, these farms all had the necessary improvements 
for profitable farming, and in general were following the same type of 
farming, approximately half the income coming from sale of crops 
and the rest from diversified livestock production. The significance 
of the variation in cost of improvements is better appreciated when it 
is noted that on two farms out of the group, the acre-cost for buildings 
and fencing was $3 higher than the average for the entire group. At 
50 cents a bushel, the equivalent of 6 bushels of corn an acre, or 1,200 
bushels on a 200-acre farm, would be required to pay for this higher 
cost. Records from farms thruout the state show that in general the 
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less profitable farms have more expensive improvements than the 
more profitable farms. 
Fencing costs may be reduced by making fields larger and by using 
temporary fences in handling livestock. It is also good economy to 
keep improvements in repair. This requires attention to small details, 
such as repairing roofs, foundations, doors, windows, and corner fence 
posts. 
9. Test Soil to Save Clover and Alfalfa Seed. Before sowing 
red or sweet clover or alfalfa, tests should be made to determine if the 
soil can grow these crops successfully. Sweet clover can be grown 
only on soils containing an abundance of lime; red clover requires less 
lime but more available phosphorus than does sweet clover; alfalfa 
needs a soil high in both lime and phosphorus. Since much of the 
land in Illinois is low in both available lime and phosphorus, farmers 
each year waste seed by sowing it on land not adapted to its growth. 
This waste can be avoided at small cost by systematically testing and 
mapping farm land for acidity and for available phosphorus. 
10. Grow Legumes on Adapted Land. Many farms include 
areas ranging from a few acres to entire fields that contain enough 
limestone and phosphorus to grow clovers and alfalfa successfully. 
On most farms, however, at least part of the land planted to these 
legumes will need limestone and phosphorus. Since it is difficult for 
some men to buy these materials at the present time, and since legumes 
will not grow well where either material has just been applied, it is 
recommended that these crops be sown on areas where conditions are 
already satisfactory for them. By systematically testing the soil to 
determine what areas are adapted, the land in pasture and hay crops 
can be quickly increased on many farms and the need for home-grown 
feed for livestock more adequately met. 
11. Use Home-Produced Food. There is wide variation on 
Illinois farms in the value of food produced for home use. With 
present low farm incomes it is especially important to provide an 
abundant supply of home-grown food products. On 50 farms selected 
from a group of several hundred, the value of home-produced food 
varied at farm prices from $29 to $191 per person, a difference for a 
family of five of $810 (Fig. 4). If these home-grown foods were 
valued at retail prices, these figures would be increased 30 percent or 
more. The home-grown foods included garden produce, fruit, eggs, 
poultry, dairy products, and meat. 
12. Develop a Farm and Home Budget. Experience over the 
past fifteen years in helping many Illinois farmers keep accounts has 
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shown that the men who are most successful have a definite, systematic 
plan for production and marketing. Likewise, in many homes just as 
careful plans are made for family expenditures. It is just as important 
to draw up a plan that will reduce expenses without interfering with 
the sound operation of the farm as it is to study means of increasing 
I -
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VALUE OF FARM PRODUCE USED 
FIG. 4.-SOME FARM FAMILIES MAKE MucH GREATER UsE OF HoME­
GROWN PRoDucE THAN Do OTHERS 
Only eight families in this g roup of fifty used more than $500 worth of the 
products they raised. The amounts are computed on a family-of-five basis in 
order to make them comparable. The records on which this graph was based 
were obtained from the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service for 1930. 
the income. With tHe aid of the Illinois Farm Account Book and the 
Illinois Home Account Book a plan should be devised for putting the 
entire farm and home business on a more satisfactory basis. 
A carefully thought-out farm plan leads to a better use of land, 
labor, machinery, improvements, feed, livestock, and in fact of all items 
that enter into production. It helps to eliminate waste and reduces the 
cost of production. A 100-percent variation is shown by careful studies 
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to occur in the cost of producing the same product on groups of fifteen 
to twenty typical farms in the same locality during the same season. 
Good farm plans avoid hit-and-miss production and the consequent 
failure to keep the farm well balanced and to bring products to the 
market in good condition at the time when the market can be expected 
to be most favorable. A good farm plan is even more important during 
a period of low earnings than in periods of good earnings. 
PRACTICES THAT REQUIRE LITTLE EXPENSE 
The practices in this group give immediate increases in income 
with little or no cash outlay: 
1. Use high-yielding seeds. 
2. Test seeds for germination. 
3. Control crop diseases and insects. 
4. Store seed and crops carefully. 
5. Make careful use of all manure. 
6. Protect stand of crops. 
7. Prepare a good seed bed. 
8. Control weeds. 
9. Grow the higher profit crops. 
10. Control livestock diseases. 
11. Feed balanced rations. 
12. Use home-grown feed. 
13. Produce according to markets. 
14. Form habit of timeliness. 
15. Keep the Illinois Farm Account. 
1. Use High-Yielding Seeds. Good seed of high-yielding varie­
ties can be obtained with relatively little or no cash outlay, and may 
be used on all farms, whether grain or livestock, well improved or run 
down, operated by tenants or landowners, and whether the operators 
are in good or poor financial condition. All questionable varieties of 
seed may well be replaced by seed of known quality and production 
record. 
As a five-year average of records from the Farm Bureau Farm 
Management Service, the four high-yielding strains of seed corn most 
commonly grown in the area produced 4.9 bushels more per acre on 
well-treated soils, 4.1 bushels more on fairly well-treated soils, and 
4 bushels more on poorly treated land than did the average of all other 
varieties (Table 8). Iowar and Iowa 103, the most commonly grown 
early varieties of oats, outyielded the common medium-to-late varie­
ties of Silvermine, Big 4, and Great American by 4.3 bushels on well­
treated land, by 3.3 bushels on fairly well-treated land, and by 3.5 
bushels on poorly treated land (Table 9). These results bear out 
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those obtained by the Experiment Station in tests made in central Illi­
nois and they are known by observation to be in harmony with those 
·obtained with other crops. 
With the soil and climatic differences obtaining in different parts 
of the state, seeds should be used that are adapted to local conditions. 
TABLE 8 .-CORN YIELDS FROM SEED OF K NOWN HIGH-YIELDING STRAINS 
AND FROM SEED OF OTHER VARIETIES 
(l)ata fronn farnn records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Care of soil 
W ell-treated1 ••• ••.•• ••••• • • •• 
Fairly well-treated ........... . 
Poorly treated .......... . ... . 
Kind o f seed 
High-yielding strains2...... , . 
All o ther varieties3 •••• • • • •• • • 
High-yielding s t1·ain s . ... . ... . 
All other varieties ........... . 
High-yielding strains . . .. .... . 
All other varieties ....... . .. . . 
Number 
of 
fields 
512 
376 
R3 1 
688 
422 
532 
Five-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
53. 9 
49. 0 
49.6 
45.5 
44.1 
40.1 
l"Well-treated soils" had been well treated as r egards the use of clovers, manure, 
limestone, and phosphate. "Fairly well-treated so ils" had had some clover , manure, limestone, 
or phosphate but not enough to place them in a high-yielding class. "Poorly treated soils" 
had had little or no treatment with clover or manure, limestone or phosphate. 
2Funk's 176A, Sommer Brothers Yellow Dent, Krug, and Lampe. 
3Among "All other varieties" are sever a l very good ones not grown on enough fields to 
give dependable average yields . Undoubtedly there a re some good strains among them, but 
most of them could very profitably be replaced with known high-yielding varieties. 
TABLE 9.-0AT YIELDS FROM DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF SEED 
(Data fronn farnn records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Number I Five-year 
Care of soil Kind of seed o f I average yield 
-----------------------/------------------------ /-----fi_el_d_s____ l peracre 
Well-treated .............. . . . Iowar and I owa 103 . . .. . ... . . 189 
Silvermine, Big 4, and 
Great American .. . .... .. .. . 71 
Fairly well-treated .......... . I owar and I owa 103 ... ... . . . . 
Silvermine, Big 4, and 
Great American .. . ........ . 
446 
138 
Poorly treated . . . . ........ .. . Iowar and I owa 103 . .... . . .. . 
Silvermine, Big 4, and 
Great American .. . . ..... .. . 
405 
155 
bu. 
48.9 
44.6 
42.0 
38.7 
38. 1 
34 .6 
The most successful farmers are always on the alert to find better 
strains of seed than the ones they are using. Many of the less success­
ful continue to use the same seed year after year without apparent 
thought of improvement. Data for 1929 and 1930 show a worthwhile 
increase in yields where the seed was fanned as compared with fields 
where bin-run seed was used (Table 10). 
2. Test Seeds for Germination. Yields are low on many fields 
because of thin stands or late planting where a crop has germinated 
poorly and been replanted. The value of making germination tests of 
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all seeds well in advance of the planting season, as do many of the 
best farmers, is well illustrated in Table 11. Yields of several hundred 
fields where ear-tested seed was used show an advantage, during five 
years, of 3.3 bushels an acre a year on well-treated soils, 2.4 bushels 
on fairly well-treated soils, and 2.9 bushels on poorly treated soils. 
T ABLE 10.-0AT YIELDS AS RELATED TO FANNING OF SEED 
(l)ata from farm records for 1929-1930) 
Care of soil 
Well-treat-ed .. ... . .......... . 
Fairly well -treated .. .. ... .. . . 
Poorly treated . .. ........... . 
Preparation of seed 
Fanned ........ . . .... . . .. ... . 
Not fanned ............ ..... . 
Fanned . . .................. . 
Not fanned .. ............... . 
Fanned ..... . ....... . . . ... .. . 
Not fanned . . . .............. . 
Number 
of 
fields 
93 
21 
238 
98 
194 
111 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
49 .4 
47.0 
44.1 
41.4 
38.8 
38.0 
TABLE 11.-CORN YIELDS FROM EAR-TESTED SEED AND 
FROM UNTESTED SEED 
(l)ata from farm records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Method of testingCare of soil 
Each ear tested1 • • • •••••••••• 
General or no test2 • • ••••••••• 
Well-treated ........ .... .... . 
Fairly well-treated . ... . ...... . Each ear tested . .. .... ...... . 
General or no test. ... .... . . . 
Each ear tested .. . .... .. .... . 
General or no test ....... ... . 
Poorly treated .... .... ..... . . 
Number 
of 
fields 
496 
272 
712 
587 
448 
380 
Five-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
53.2 
49.9 
49.0 
46 . 6 
43.1 
40.2 
1
"Each ear t ested" means that a few grains from each ear were tested in some kind of 
a germinator and only the ears showing good germination and apparent freedom from disease 
used for seed. All methods of ear-testing and all degrees of disease selection were included 
in this one class. 
2
"General or no t est " means that only a few ears f rom the seed supply were tested, or 
that no t est of any kind was made. 
Not all this difference, however, can be attributed to ear-testing alone, 
for a man who is careful enough to ear-test his corn is apt to do a good 
many other things also that count for better yields. The data indicate 
conclusively, however, that ear-testing gives large returns for the effort 
expended. 
3. Control Crop Diseases and Insects. A systematic rotation 
of crops and a definite program of soil improvement are two of the 
best measures for helping to control crop diseases and insects. 
The ear-testing of seed corn helps to insure disease-free seed as 
well as good seed germination. 
The treatment of oats for smut is also recognized as a valuable 
means of appreciably increasing yields. The advantage which the dust 
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treatment appears to have over the use of formalin (Table 12) may be 
due to the fact that the dust treatments are effective in controlling 
certain seedling blights not controlled by the formalin treatment. In 
some cases lack of care in applying the formalin treatment results in 
injury to the germinating power of the seed. 
4. Store Seed and Crops Carefully. Large losses occur on many 
farms thru fai lure to give close attention to the storing of the crop 
after it is harvested. Thousands of bushels of corn are lowered in 
FIG. 5.-THE FIRsT STEP TowARD INSURING A Goon STAND OF CRoPs 
Testing seeds for germination requires a little time before spring field work 
begins, but it is the first step toward insuring a good stand of crops and helps to 
control crop diseases. 
grade and hundreds of bushels allowed to spoil nearly every year be­
cause of storage in wide cribs without proper regard to ventilation, 
and because shelled corn and silks are allowed to pile up under elevator 
spouts. The farmers who pay close attention to storage are well 
rewarded in better grades of crops marketed or fed. 
Farm records for 1929 and 1930 indicate that careful storage of 
seed corn is an important factor in securing good yields. Seed stored 
in an attic, dry basement, or seed house where heat was used for drying 
and where the seed could be kept from freezing yielded, as a two-year 
average, 5.7 bushels more an acre on well-treated soils, 2.7 bushels more 
on fairly well-treated land, and .6 bushel more on poorly treated soils, 
than seed hung up to dry and left exposed during winter in driveways 
of barns, corncribs, or garages (Table 13 ) . 
5. Make Careful Use of All Manure. Farmers who have co­
operated in the farm-accounting work and whose farms consistently 
show high crop yields consider the careful use of farm manure one 
of the most important means of securing good yields. Data collected 
during the past six years in the Farm Bureau Farm Management 
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Service show that the use of farm manure on 209 fields gave an 
increased yield of 2.9 bushels of corn over the yield on 373 fields where 
no manure was used (Table 14). In neither case were legumes, rock 
phosphate, or other fertilizer used during the preceding four years; 
consequently this difference in yield could be attributed directly to the 
influence of farm manure. 
T ABLE 12.-0.<\T YIELDS AS l~ELATED TO TREATME T FOR SMUT 
(Data from fa rm reco rds for 1929 and 1930) 
Care of soil Kind of treatment 
Number 
o f 
fields 
Well -tt·eated . ... ..... . ...... . None . . . .......... ... . ..... . 
Formalin ... ................ . 
Dust ..... ... ..... .. . ... .. .. . 
32 
32 
39 
Fairly well -tt·eated ......... . . None . . .......... ... ... .... . 
Formalin ............ ....... . 
Dust ....................... . 
148 
83 
60 
Poo rl y treated . .. ... - . . ... - . · , Kone ..... . .... . ... . . . . .. . . . 
Fon11alin . . . ....... . ........ . 
Dust .. . .... . .. . . . . ... . .... . . 
170 
75 
38 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
45 .3 
48.5 
54.2 
42.4 
44.6 
44.4 
38.6 
38 .6 
39 . 7 
T ABLE 13.-CORK yIELDS FROM SEED STORED IN DIFFERENT wAYS 
(Data from farm reco rds for 1929 and 1930) 
Cm of wit I Method of s torin g 
IWell-treated ........... . .. .. . 
Fairly well -treated .......... . 1 
I 
Poorl y treated .. .. .......... ·1 
V> ith heat, n o t frozen 1 • ••.•• • . 
\ Vithout heat, frozen2 • • • • •• • • 
\Vith heat, n o t fro zen ... . ... . 
\\ ' i thout heat, froz en . . . .. ... . 
\ Vith heat, n o t frozen . . . . .. . . 
\Vithout heat, frozen . . . . . ... . 
T otal 
number 
of 
fields 
60 
124 
107 
329 
63 
22 1 
I Two-y<a<
average yield 
per acre 
b~t. 
49 . 9 I 44.2 
45.4 
42.7 
38.1 
37.5 
1
"With heat" means that more o r less a rtificia l h eat was u sed in drying the seed. "Not 
frozen" means tha t the seed was stored wher e it was not subj ected to severe freezing during 
the co ld wea the r of midwinte r . Most seed desc ribed as stored "With heat, not frozen" was 
stored on racks in attic s, dry basements, or in seed houses. 
2Most of the seed described as stored "Without h eat, frozen " was hung up in drive­
ways of corncribs or ba rn s and in machine sh eds and left th er e a ll winte r. 
These data included all fields on which more or less farm manure 
had been applied during the previous four years. Not more than five 
loads of good manure, on an average, was applied per acre, and fre­
quently the manure consisted of old straw-stack bottoms and other 
manure which would not be expected to give especially good results . 
In some cases two or more crops had been removed from the land 
since manure was applied . A larger increase in yields occurred on 
fields that received a heavy application of good manure. 
Frequently the poorer soils on the farm receive most of the manure~ 
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limestone, phosphate, and clover seeding, while on the naturally most 
productive soils grain crops are grown with more regularity. This 
practice tends to obscure the full value of soil treatments, if compara­
tive yields are used as the basis for judgment. On the other hand, men 
who practice good soil treatment are apt to use better seed and to 
follow better cultural practices than their less careful neighbors, and 
this would account for 90me additional increase in yields. 
TABLE 14.-CORN YIELDS AS RELATED TO SOIL TREATMENTS 
(Data from farm records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Five-year 
Soil treatment Number average yield 
per acre of fields 
None1 •• •• •• • ••••••••• •• ••••••••• .• •.• • ••..•.•••••••• • • • .••. 
Manure only2 •••• • •••••••• •••••• • •• ••• • •••••••••••••• •• ••• • 
R ed clover onlys ............ . .. . ........ . .. . ....... . ..... . . . 
Sweet clover or alfalfa only4 ••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••• • •• • ••• 
Red clover and manure . . ............ . . . .... . ........ . ..... . 
Sweet clover or alfalfa and manure ... . .. .... .. .. . . ...... . . . . 
Red clover and phosphate ..................... . ........ . . . . . 
Sweet clover or alfalfa and phosphate ......... . .......... . . . 
Red clover, manure, and phosphate . ..... . . . . . . . .. . .. . ..... . . . 
Sweet clover or alfalfa, manure, and phosphate . ..... . ... . . . . 
373 
209 
160 
142 
203 
272 
so 
96 
66 
152 
bu. 
40.5 
43 .4 
45.8 
49 . 9 
49 .2 
50. 8 
50 .6 
52. 9 
55.2 
53.4 
1No manure had been applied on these fields during the previous four years and no 
clover, alfalfa, or soybeans had been left for hay, seed, or pasture ; no phosphate had ever 
been used. Some fields may have had limestone some time in the past . 
2These fields had been covered with more or less manure during the previous four 
years, receiving an average application of not more than five loads of good manure per acre. 
The applications varied from 2 or 3 tons of straw-stack manure t (} 12 to IS tons of good 
feedlot manure per acre. 
3These fields had been left for one or more of the previous four years in red clover, 
.alsike clover, or mammoth clover either alone or with a mixture of timothy. Many fields 
lhad only poor stands of clover. 
4These fields had been left for one or more of the previous four years in sweet clover 
or alfalfa, either by themselves or in mixtures with other clovers or timothy. Some fields had 
poor stands of sweet clover or alfalfa. 
With such varying factors as these it is impossible to show the ­
absolute influence which soil treatments had on these yields, yet it is 
significant that there was a difference of about 25 bushels an acre in 
the corn yields of the one-fifth highest producing farms and the one­
fifth lowest. The differences in yields shown in Table 14 are believed 
to be fair measures of the net influence of different soil treatments. · 
6. Protect Stand of Crops. The cultivation of the corn crop 
after planting warrants more careful attention than many good farmers 
are giving it. The more successful corn growers are particularly care­
ful not to injure corn plants when they cultivate to kill weeds and 
control soil moisture either before or after the corn is up. Observa­
tions have shown that any good done by using the drag harrow or 
weeder after corn is up is often more than offset by the damage done 
to the stand of corn. On the other hand, the use of the rotary hoe 
has seemed to increase yields (Tables 15 and 16). 
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The importance of maintaining a good stand of corn is indicated 
by the fact that, as an average for the five years 1925-1927 and 1929­
1930, fields planted so as to give average stands of 2Yz stalks per hill 
after cultivation produced 4.6 bushels more corn per acre on well-
TABLE 15.-CoRN YIELDS AS RELATED TO KIND OF WoRK DoNE AFTER 
PLANTIKG AND BEFORE CoRN WAs UP 
( Data from farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Care of soil I Kind of implement used 
____________________Ij______________________ 
Well-treated .. _. _ . .. _... . . _ .. I None ... . ..... ... . ......... . 
I-I arrow . .............. - . ... . 
Roller . . . .. . .. .. ...... _..... . 
Harrow and roller ..... _.... . 
Fairly well-treated . .. _ . _ . _ . .. None ........ . ..... .... . ... . 
I-I arrow ... .. .... . - - . - ... - . - . 
Roller ............. _....... _. 
Harrow and roller _ . ...... _.. 
Poorly treated . _ . ... .. _ . .... . None . ..... . - ........ .. ..... 'I 
Harrow .... _.... __ . . - .. -- .. . 
Roller ....... .. .. . _ .. _ . . .. . . . 
Harrow and roller . ..... - .. - . 
N umber 
of 
fields 
109 
169 
31 
22 
219 
422 
52 
47 
140 
281 
14 
27 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
46.6 
46.4 
42.1 
44.2 
43.2 
43.6 
40.5 
41.0 
37.4 
38.5 
32.9 
35.6 
TABLE 16.-Co RN YIELDS AS RELATED To WoRK DoNE AFTER CoRN WAs 
UP A N D BEFORE R EGULAR CuLTIVATION WAs BEGUN 
(Data f rom farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Care of soil 
Well-treated . ... .. . . . - . .. -.-. 
Fairly well -treated . . . . .. _... _ 
Poorly treated .. ... _.. _..... . 
K ind of implement used 
None ... .. _... . . .. ..... .... . 
Hanow or weeder .. . _ ...... . 
Rotary hoe once . .. .. . .. . ... . 
Rotary hoe twice or more ... . 
N one .... .... _.. ... . .... _... . 
Harrow o r weeder ..... . . . .. . 
Rotary hoe once ....... . . ... . 
R o tary hoe twice or more .. . . 
None ..... . . _ . ... ....... _ . . . 
Harrow o r weeder. __ .. .... . . 
Rotary hoe once . . . .... .. . .. . 
Rotary hoe twice or more ... . 
Number 
of 
fields 
206 
22 
61 
37 
417 
41 
145 
80 
268 
30 
70 
44 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
46.1 
43.2 
46.4 
48.4 
43 . 1 
39.3 
44 .2 
43.4 
37.6 
40.4 
39 . 3 
39.6 
tre~ted soils, 4.3 bushels more on fairly well-treated soils, and 1 bushel 
more on poorly treated soils than did the fields with stands of 2 stalks 
per hill (Table 17). Even during the dry years of 1925 and 1930 the 
thinner planting had no advantage. 
Two types of row cultivators are in common use in central Illinois, 
the shovel cultivator and the blade cultivator, commonly called the 
surface cultivator. Observation and collected data show that some of 
the best corn growers use one type and some use the other, and that 
more depends on how the implement is used than on which one is 
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used. The greater difference in yields on poor lands than on the better 
soils following shovel cultivation and blade cultivation (Table 18) 
appears to be due to the grade of work done, for the less productive 
land becomes harder after rains and it is more difficult to get the 
blades to penetrate it and do a good job of cultivation. Most of the 
TABLE 17.-CORN YIELDS AS RELATED TO THICK ESS OF PLANTING 
(l)ata f rom farm records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Care of soil 
Well-treated .. . . . ...... .. . . . . 
F airly well-treated .... . . . . .. . 
Poorly treated .. ..... . . . ... .. 
Stalks per hilP 
114 to 1:!4 stalks .. . . .. .. . .. . 
1:!4 to 214 s talks . .. . .. .. . .. . 
2 1,4 to 2:!4 stalks ....... . .. .. 
2}4 to 31,4 s t a lks ... .... . . .. . 
11,4 to 1:!4 s talks . . .... . ... .. 
1:!4 to 21,4 s t a lks . .. .. . ...... 
21,4 to 2 }~ s ta lks .. ... ....... 
2 :!4 t o 31,4 s ta lks . ... . . . .... . 
11,4 to 1:!4 s t alks . ... . .. .... . 
1:!4 to 21,4 st alks . .. .. . . . .... 
2 1J~ to 2:!4 st a lks . . . . . . . . . . .. 
2 :!4 to 314 st a lks .. . ........ . 
N um ber 
of 
fie lds 
58 
408 
339 
66 
122 
754 
493 
90 
89 
583 
236 
36 
Five-year 
average yield 
per acre 
b1! . 
43.3 
49 . 5 
54. 1 
61. 0 
42.2 
46.3 
50.6 
50.8 
37 .9 
41. 9 
42.9 
46.2 
1Each cooperator was asked to estimate the ave rage number of stalks pe r h ill af ter the 
first or second cultivation. Most fi elds had hill s spaced 3 f eet 4 inches each way ; the few 
fields differing from this spacing would not affect the compa ri son. 
T ABLE 18.-CoRN YIELDS AS RELATED TO KIND OF CuLTIVATOR U sED 
(l)ata from farm records for 1925-1927 and 1929-1930) 
Care of soil 
Well-treated ........ . ....... . 
Fairly well -treated .. .. ... . . . . 
Poorly treated ..... . .. . .. .. . . 
Kind of cultivator 
Shovel s . . . . .. . . . . . ... . .... . . 
Blades . . . . .......... ... .. .. . 
Shovel s . ..... ......... . ... . . 
Blades ...... . .. . .... . .. . ... . 
Shovel s ... . ... . . ...... ..... . 
Blades . . . ... . . . .. . ... ... . .. . 
N umber 
o f 
field s 
256 
370 
420 
644 
233 
424 
Five-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
52.6 
52. 3 
48.9 
47 .5 
43.6 
41. 8 
advantage from the use of shovels rather than blades was secured 
during the dry seasons of 1925 and 1930. During the wet years of 
1926 and 1927 there was little difference in yields following the use 
of the two types of implements. 
T he inoculation of all legume seeds sown on land that has not been 
well inoculated previously is an important means of insuring a good 
stand of young plants. Even tho seed may germinate well , the fai lure 
to secure good inoculation may result in a poor stand and a low yield. 
7. Prepare a Good Seed Bed. Men cooperat ing in the fa rm 
management service vary greatly in the amount of work they devote 
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to preparing the seed bed for their various crops. On the most profit­
able farms, where yields are high, the preparation of seed beds, par­
ticularly for corn, receives special attention. 
In preparing a seed bed many good farmers give special attention 
to the fall plowing of heavy black clay loam soil, even tho this fall 
plowing involves some difficulty with sweet clover in the corn the 
following year. If possible, both fall- and spring-plowed land is 
worked in the early spring until planting time to avoid soil baking 
and cloddiness and to provide a firm seed bed. Such practice also 
kills weeds and helps to control insects. Unnecessary working of the 
soil must be avoided, however, if operating costs are to be kept low. 
8. Control Weeds. The adoption of a definite rotation of crops 
combined with fairly close pasturing of legumes, the careful prepara­
tion of the seed bed, and careful crop cultivation, are given by farmers 
as ways in which they have solved most of the weed problems on their 
farms. With regularly rotated land, one year given to pasture has 
been found especially helpful in controlling weeds, if the mowing of 
weeds and plowing of the pasture are done before the weeds go to 
seed. From a careful study of several thousand acres of farm land 
under one management in central Illinois, it was estimated that on 10 
percent of the land there was in a normal year one-half or greater 
crop loss due to weeds. 
Along with precautions for w~ed control, special attention needs to 
be given to the use of pure seed, the eradication of such weeds as 
Canada thistles and quack grass, the clipping of stubble fields, the 
clipping of weeds, and the occasional reseeding of permanent pastures. 
9. Grow the Higher Profit Crops. Crop production in Illinois, 
owing to economic conditions, is limited quite closely to feed crops. In 
communities where canning crops may be grown for sale to canning 
companies, some of them may well be included in the farm scheme. 
In central Illinois corn and the legume crops- alfalfa, sweet clover, 
and the other clovers- produce much gr,eater quantities of nutrients 
per acre than do the small grain crops, soybeans, or timothy. Blue­
grass as usually handled on tillable land does not produce as much feed 
as does corn or a legume crop grown in a good rotation on the same 
land. On the whole, on the more profitable farms thruout central 
Illinois about half the tillable land is planted in corn and as much of 
the remainder of the land in alfalfa and clovers as can be used by the 
livestock kept. The better farms in central Illinois usually have 75 to 
85 percent of their tillable land in corn, alfalfa, sweet clover, and in 
canning crops where factories make their use profitable. 
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As an emergency crop soybeans have a special place. Where there 
is a shortage of good hay crops, they fill in well in handling livestock. 
In northern Illinois the small grain crops, particularly barley and oats, 
are relatively more profitable than in central or southern Illinois, while 
in southern Illinois wheat is the most profitable small grain crop. 
FIG. 6 .-MovABLE EQUIPMENT HELPS CoNTROL LIVESTOCK DISEASES 
Livestock diseases are more completely and economically controlled when 
movable equipment, such as shown above for hogs, is used to facilitate moving 
to clean land each year. 
In 1930 among 380 farms the income from the one-fifth with the 
highest percentage of land in the higher profit crops (each having more 
than 77 percent of the land in such crops) was approximately $664 
more than the income from the one-fifth with the lowest percentage of 
land in higher profit crops (less than 61 percent). For a more com­
plete discussion see Bulletins 329 and 374 of this Station. 
10. Control Livestock Diseases. Continual attention to live­
stock sanitation is necessary in the control of diseases and parasites. 
As the agriculture of any community grows older there is an increasing 
number of diseases and parasites to combat. 
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One of the best practices in disease control is to make sure that 
young stock is kept on ground that is free from disease. Most of the 
more successful hog raisers among the cooperators follow the so-called 
"McLean county system of swine sanitation." There is a well-marked 
tendency on the more profitable farms to move the hogs into large 
rotated fields, even at a considerable cost in time devoted to their care. 
The rotating of the garden patch and chicken yard is coming to be 
T ABLE 19 .-VALUE OF R AISING CHICKS ON CLEAN GROUND 
(Data f rom farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
1 
umber H ens E ggs Two-year 
--recorf ds--l----r--l---p~enr --vee~ur__Method used 1- o- flock pe h --l arp r- henarg e_ 
Raised on clean ground . . ... . . . 162 121 96. 4 $3.88 
1 
Raised on old ground ......... .. · 206 113 87.8 3 . 16 
T ABLE 20.-VALUE OF FEEDING LAYING MASH TO HENS 
(Data f rom farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Number EggsHens 
U se of laying mash per pero f 
records flock hen 
I 
Mash fed all the year . . . . .. ... . .. . . . .. 245 134 105.7 
Mash fed part of year ... .. . .. .... .. . .. 189 106 77.8 
No mash fed ...... .. . ........ .. .... .. . 46 I 117 75.2 
Two-year 
average 
return 
per hen 
$3.92 
3 . 10 
2.83 
more common. Farm records for 1929 and 1930 show that the average 
yearly return per hen was 72 cents more on farms where chicks were 
raised on clean ground than on farms where they were allowed to run 
on old ground. This meant a difference of about $80 for the average­
sized farm flock (Table 19). 
In addition to keeping grounds free from disease, many forms of 
disease prevention and cleanliness need to be practiced, such as the 
liberal use of disinfectants, treatments to destroy worms, lice, and 
mites, testing o f chickens for tuberculosis and bacillary white diarrhea, 
testing of cattle for tuberculosis and abortion, disposal of diseased 
animals, vaccinating pigs as insurance against cholera, and other treat­
ments and vaccinations in case of need. Some of the most successful 
hog raisers vaccinate all pigs at three to six weeks of age. 
11. Feed Balanced Rations. Feeding balanced rations made up 
of home-grown feed when possible, especially to hogs, dairy cows, and 
laying hens, is one of the factors responsible for the success of the 
better farmers. Records fo r 1929 and 1930 from 480 flocks show that 
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hens receiving a laying mash all the year gave an average return of 
$3.92 a hen a year; those receiving mash only part of the year re­
turned $3.10 a hen; while those getting no mash at all returned only 
$2.83 a hen (Table 20). More and more the men cooperating with the 
University in keeping their accounts are studying and following rec­
ommendations for making up suitable rations for the different kinds 
and ages of livestock. 
12. Use Home-Grown Feed. Records of some cooperators show 
the use of balanced rations made up almost entirely of home-grown 
feed. At the present time many men are attempting to get along with 
only home-grown feeds in order to avoid cash purchases. However, 
where the home-grown feeds are not available for a balanced ration, 
it is profitable even now to buy some high-protein feed such as tank­
age, oil meal, cottonseed meal, soybean oil meal, and other similar 
TABLE 21.-VALUE OF WARM WATER FOR HENS 
(Data from farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Use of warm water 
Number 
of 
records 
Hens 
per 
flock 
Water warmed all winter .............. 
Water warmed part of time ............ 
Only cold water u sed ................. 
328 
48 
35 
121 
122 
118 
I 
Eggs 
per 
hen 
I 
95.6 
87.8 
80 .0 
Two-year 
average 
return 
per hen 
$3.58 
3 . 29 
3.20 
feeds. By planning ahead farmers can arrange to raise legumes and 
other feeds which in combination will produce practically a balanced 
ration for the feeding of most classes of livestock. On every farm 
there is considerable roughage and low-grade grain that is disposed 
of to best advantage when worked into a balanced ration for livestock. 
One cooperator, wishing to satisfy himself regarding the relative 
merits of a purchased laying mash and one that he might make up 
largely of home-grown feeds, divided a flock of 300 leghorn pullets 
into two flocks on September 1, 1930. One flock of 120 was fed com­
mercial mash and one of 180 was fed the home-mixed feed. The test 
was continued for 12 months. The pullets fed commercial mash laid 
192 eggs a hen at a feed cost of 11Y2 cents a dozen; those fed the 
home-mixed feed produced 201 eggs a hen with a feed cost of 8 cents 
a dozen. Several other cooperators in this Service, who kept similar 
records secured comparable results. 
In connection with the feeding of poultry, records for 1929 and 
1930 show that on farms where warm water was provided for hens 
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during the winter the average income per hen per year was 38 cents 
more than on farms where only cold water was available (Table 21). 
13. Produce According to Markets. There is a growing tend­
ency among the more successful cooperators in the farm management 
project to study the markets and to have their products ready when 
prices are usually best. Early lambs are raised and pushed for the 
early market; chicks are hatched early so that the pullets will lay 
TABLE 22.-VALUE OF HATCHING CHICKS EARLY 
(Data f rom farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Time of hatching 
Number 
o f 
records 
Hens 
per 
flock 
Eggs 
per 
hen 
Two-year 
average 
return 
per hen 
February and March .. ..... . . ... .. ..... 74 126 108.2 $4. 26 
April . .. .... .......................... 165 116 93. 2 3.60 
May and June .. .. ............. . ....... 81 113 84.6 2.86 
TABLE 23.-TIME OF FARROWING PIGS AND SYSTEM OF FARROWING 
AS RELATED TO R ETURN S FOR FEED FED TO Hoes 
(Data f rom farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Number 
System used of 
records 
838~: ft:i:~: ~~Ysps~~i;t· .' .'.' .'.'.'.'. · .'.' .'.' .' .' .'.' .' .'.'.'.'.' .' .'.'.'.'.'.' .' .' .' .'.' .' .'1 233 
Two litte rs, early spring and fall .. .. ............ ..... .... . . . 127 
Two litte rs, late spring and fa ll .. . . .. .. . ... . ..... . ..... . ... . 140 
Three litters, early spring, late sprin g, and fall . .. .. ....... .. . 37 
Two-year 
average 
return per 
$100 feed 
$137 
128 
132 
127 
134 
1Litters farrowed in J a nua ry, Februar y, or March wer e classified as early spring litters. 
2Litters farrowed in April, May, or June wer e classified as late spring litters. 
heavily during the winter when prices for eggs are good; pigs are 
farrowed so as to be ready for market during early fall and early 
spring when prices are usually best. 
Livestock records for 1929 and 1930 show that on farms where 
chicks were hatched during February and March, the average income 
per hen was $4.26 a year, while it was only $3.60 on farms where 
hatching came in April, and only $2.86 where it came in May and 
June (Table 22). 
Early spring litters of pigs go on the usually good fall market, late 
spring litters on the low winter market, and early fall litters on the 
usually good spring market. In 1929 and 1930 farms on which only 
late spring pigs were farrowed (April , May, and June) showed in­
comes of $128 for each $100 worth of feed fed to hogs (Table 23). 
Where only January, February, and March pigs were raised, the 
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average income was $137 for each $100 worth of feed. Where both 
early spring and fall litters were raised, the income was $132; where 
late spring and fall litters were raised it was $127, the lowest for any 
system; and where the three-litter system was followed, the income 
was $134 for each $100 worth of feed. One cooperator who uses the 
three-litter system, with pigs farrowed in March, June, and September, 
has consistently averaged about a dollar a hundred more for his hogs 
than the average price received by all cooperators, owing mainly to 
the time of year at which the hogs are marketed. 
Some farmers have the opportunity to develop special markets, 
taking advantage of the fact that the retail price paid for many farm 
products is still high compared with the price the farmer receives. Men 
well located who have the necessarry labor to devote to retail enter­
prises may develop special markets for the sale of dairy products, eggs, 
and poultry, or they may find it profitable to butcher their own meat 
animals and retail the products to city people. These suggestions have 
special application for those farmers who find that their time is not 
fully occupied the year around and who have easy access to good 
markets. 
14. Form Habit of Timeliness. There is probably no more im­
portant factor responsible for the success of the best farmers than 
doing the many parts of the farm business on time. Some farmers 
go thru the motions of following good farm practices but are so out of 
TABLE 24.-0AT YIELDS AS RELATED TO TIME OF SEEDING 
(Data from farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Care of soil 
Well-treated ................ . 
Fairly well-treated . ......... . 
Poorly treated . . . . ... ....... . 
Time o f seeding 
March . .... . . . . . . . ......... . 
April . .. . . ... .... . ... . . .. .. . . 
March ........ . . .. .. ....... . 
April .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . ... . . . . 
March .......... ... . .. . . ... . 
A pril . . . . . . ..... . . . .. . . .. . .. . 
Number 
of 
fields 
52 
58 
159 
169 
153 
144 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
50 .4 
46 .6 
43 . 5 
41.4 
40 .0 
37 . 0 
time with nature and their surroundings that they fail to get good 
results. 
The importance of timeliness in doing farm work is well illustrated 
by the data in Table 24 on the early seeding of oats. Timeliness in 
care of livestock, such as treating livestock for disease, weaning young 
pigs, and adjusting livestock rations, is equally important. 
Boys who are being trained to do their chores about the farm 
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promptly are learning one of the most valuable lessons for becoming 
successful farmers. 
15. Keep the Illinois Farm Account. Farming is a business 
that responds to business methods. The Illinois Farm Account Book 
provides at present the best basis the University has been able to pro­
vide whereby an Illinois farmer can study his operations and find at 
what point his business can be improved. A farmer who has his 
records in this form has the opportunity of comparing them with 
records of other similar farms and of ascertaining at what points his 
practices are faulty. Many examples are available to show how men 
who have kept these accounts have found ways of steadily increasing 
their income. On 19 farms on which records had been kept for seven 
years, it was found that the earnings were larger by 1.16 percent on 
the total farm investment than were the earnings on other comparable 
farms where records were being kept for the first time. A $655 larger 
return a year could be attributed directly to keeping accounts and using 
them as a basis for improving farm practices. Other men have stated 
that this illustration bears out their own personal experience in using 
farm records. 
PRACTICES THAT REQUIRE TIME OR EXPENSE 
It is never wise to confine attention entirely to immediate plans. 
The farmer who is out of debt will find a period of depression one of 
the best times in which to make plans for a long-time permanent 
system of farming at low cost. The following practices have special 
application to a long-time farm plan and usually require the outlay of 
considerable new capital, as will be recognized from the following 
discussion. 
1. Use limestone where needed. 
2. Keep much land in legumes. 
3. Use a good crop rotation. 
4. Arrange field system with care. 
5. Provide good drainage. 
6. Use phosphate and potash where profitable. 
7. Keep high-producing livestock. 
8. Fit livestock to the farm. 
9. Develop a large enough business. 
1. Use Limestone Where Needed. Much that has already been 
said regarding the importance of growing legumes bears directly on 
the necessity for using limestone on the greater part of Illinois land. 
Farm records and observations thruout Illinois show that the purchase 
of limestone for land that needs it in order to grow legumes readily 
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is justified even when crop prices are at a low level. A careful testing 
of the soil is of special importance in determining what land needs 
lime and how much is needed. On many of the most profitable farms 
on which records have been kept all the land has been limed, and on 
others the land will be limed as rapidly as finances permit. 
FIG. 7.-LIMESTO rE I s NEEDED IN MosT PARTS oF ILLINOIS 
The application of limestone to correct acidity is a practice that pays even 
when farm prices are at a low level. It is essential fo r establishing a good crop 
rotation and maintaining the fertility of the soil in most parts of Illinois. 
The increases in corn yields credited to the use of sweet clover or 
alfalfa or other clovers in Table 14 might in most cases be credited to 
the use of limestone which was necessary before the clover crop could 
be grown. Unfortunately on many Illinois farms money has been 
spent in the purchase of clover seed which was sown on land where a 
good stand could not be obtained because of the acid condition of the 
soil. The losses on some farms are sufficient to have paid for the 
purchase of limestone needed to put the soil into condition to grow 
clover or alfalfa. 
2 . Keep Much Land in Legumes. Good soil -improvement prac­
tice requires 20 to 30 percent of the tillable land in deep-rooted 
legumes, such as alfalfa, sweet clover, or red clover, each year or a 
good catch crop of first-year sweet clover turned under at least every 
other year. Farm records kept during the five years 1925-1927 and 
1929-1930 show that corn yielded 7 to 10 bushels more an acre where 
sweet clover had been included in the rotation than where no clover 
had been grown (Table 14). Where livestock is kept, the home-grown 
legumes are the cheapest source of most of the proteins and vitamins 
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needed in a ration made up largely of corn. Legumes are grown by 
themselves or with other crops on half or more of the tillable land on 
nearly all the more profitable farms included in studies made by the 
Illinois Station. It is especially important, as suggested on page 13, 
to ascertai-n where soil conditions are right for legumes before ex­
pensive seed is purchased. 
FrG. 8.-KEEP :vrucH LAND r LEGUMEs 
Using legumes for pasture, as in the above picture, before plowing them 
under in a soil-improvement program helps to secure a larger current profit 
from them. 
3. Use a Good Crop Rotation. There is a growing tendency 
on the most profitable farms to adopt a definite rotation of crops on 
all tillable land. The importance of a good rotation, shown in Table 
14, is further illustrated by a study of the yield of corn following other 
crops (Table 25). The lowest yield occurred on land where corn 
followed small grain without clover being seeded in the small grain, 
which is typical of the practice on many farms where no attention is 
given to maintaining the soil. A marked increase in yield occurred 
even on farms where clover was sown with small grain, but much 
larger yields resulted where legumes made up one year of the rotation. 
The rotation system selected depends on the quality of soil, the 
amount of untillable pasture, the amount and kind of livestock, and the 
opportunity to include canning crops. In selecting a rotation for a live­
stock farm attention should be given to the amount of feed that the 
farm will normally produce. A good basis for ascertainjng this is to 
compute the digestible nutrients produced per acre (Table 26) . The 
choice of a rotation of crops to fit into a system of livestock production 
should, however, take into consideration the growing of crops needed 
to provide the right kinds of feed. Some of the rotations given in Table 
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26 which provide a large amount of feed per acre do not provide as 
rhuch protein as needed for balanced feeding. 
The most common rotation on livestock farms in central Illinois 1s 
one of corn, corn, small grain, and clovers for hay and pasture. It 1s 
TABLE 25 .-Co~~tN YIELDs WHEN CoRN HAs FoLLOWED VARIOus CRoPs, 
1929 and 19301 
Crop in field preceding year 
Corn.. . ..................... . ........ .. ..................... 
Small grain without clover.................................. 
Small grain seeded to red, alsike, or mammoth clover. . . . . . . . . . 
Small grain seeded to sweet clover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Red clover cut for hay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Red clover u sed for pasture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sweet clover used for pasture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Number 
of fields 
582 
201 
41 
165 
28 
35 
I 4R 
Two-year 
average yield 
per acre 
bu. 
40.8 
38.4 
41 . 2 
45 .0 
43 .0 
47. 1 
49. 9 
1Some of the fields recorded as having been in clover had poor to fair stands but they 
were considered good enough to be left for hay or pasture. If a ll fields had had good stands 
of clover, it is to be expected that the difference in yie lds due to the clover crops would 
have been greater. · 
TABLE 26.-DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS PRODUCED IN REPRESENTATIVE CROP 
RoTATIONS ON BETTER ILLINOIS SoiLS, AssuMING TYPICAL YIELDS 
1st 
year 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn, 
sw. cl. 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
Corn 
IThe 
2d 
year 
Oats, sw. cl. 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Oats 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Rotation 
3d. 
year 
...... 
Clo~~~ · · · 
vVheat,sw.cl. 
Oats, sw. cl. 
Oats 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Wheat 
Wheat 
Oats 
Corn 
Soybeans 
4th 
year 
...... 
...... 
...... 
. ... .. 
C lo·v~~ - .. 
Oats, sw. cl. 
Wheat, sw.cl. 
Clover 
Clover 
VI' heat 
Oats 
Wheat 
Oats I Clover vVheat,sw.cl.Corn 1 339 
corn1 50 bushels; oats, 45 bushels; clover, 2 tons; soybeans, 22 bushels; wheat, 25 bushels; 
stubole clover, Vz ton; stubble sweet clover, 1 ton ; corn stover, 2Vz tons; soybean straw, 
1V2 tons; oat straw, 11/z tons ; wheat straw not included. The preparation of this table is 
based on Henry and Morrison's "Feeds and Feeding." 
surprising how well some men keep good rotations going in spite of 
drouth, hard .winters, insect and disease damages, and other things 
that interfere. By putting the fields in corn when corn is due in the 
rotation and using emergency crops for hay and pasture when nec­
essary, the fields are rotated with regularity. This is a part of good 
farm planning. 
yields assumed in computing the digestible 
5th 
year 
. ..... 
······ 
...... 
... .. . 
.... .. 
...... 
... ... 
.... .. 
..... . 
Clo~~~ - · · 
Clover 
Clover 
Digestible 
per acre 
Grain 
lbs. 
1 627 
1 741 
1 085 
1 561 
1 831 
1 373 
1 684 
1 731 
1 114 
1 171 
1 339 
1 347 
1 385 
nutrients produced per 
nutrients1 
per year 
Roughage 
lbs. 
1 352 
818 
1 411 
884 
1 084 
1 196 
1 085 
800 
1 058 
1 046 
1 196 
1 174 
946 
1 159 
ac r e were: 
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Some time may be required to establish a good rotation on farms 
having fields of uneven size or fields unadapted to it, but the expense 
of establishing a good rotation when it is made a part of a long-time 
farm plan is not great except when limestone and phosphorus have to 
be applied in order to grow legumes. 
4. Arrange Field System With Care. A careful arrangement 
of fields is necessary for the most economical operation of a farm and 
for convenience in carrying out the rotations. The tendency on the 
most profitable farms is to have a few large fields located conveniently 
with reference to farm buildings. The importance of location is better 
appreciated when one considers that normally on a 160-acre farm there 
are 1,200 or more trips to and from fields each year and that the total 
time spent in making these trips amounts to several days. 
Since most field operations are carried one way of the field, the 
number of rounds necessary in farming a field are directly in propor­
tion to its width. A great deal of turning can be saved, therefore, by 
having long, narrow fields; especially is this true of crops that require 
farming only in one direction. Even in the cultivation of row-crops 
there usually are only one or two operations cross way of the field, 
altho land in such crops is usually covered from ten to fifteen times 
in a season. The fact that a square field requires less fencing than 
a long narrow field for a given acreage should, however, not be 
overlooked. 
There should be as many fields as there are crops in the rotation. 
On rolling or broken land it frequently is impossible to arrange fields 
of similar size. In such cases it is often a good plan to use two small 
fields for one year in the rotation in order to provide about the same 
acreage in each crop each year. 
5. Provide Good Drainage. Drainage is one of the first prob­
lems to be solved in putting a farm on a permanently profitable basis. 
This may mean more tile, cooperation with neighbors to secure a good 
tile outlet, terracing, the making of dams, or making provision for 
surface water to get down to the tile. 
Many farms that have the appearance of being well drained lack 
sufficient drainage to permit carrying out a good rotation of crops 
including the growing of wheat or legumes which must be on the land 
over winter. When a farmer is delayed one or two days in the spring 
in working land because of lack of drainage, he has a serious handicap, 
for there may be only 15 to 20 days in a month in which to do field 
work. Even in the better farming areas of Illinois, careful estimates 
indicate that in normal years from 2 to S percent of the crop area is 
lost because of poor drainage. 
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6. Use Phosphate and Potash Where Profitable. Many of the 
farms that have proved most profitable over a long term of years have 
received liberal treatments of rock phosphate during those years. The 
best farmers are continuing to use rock phosphate when they can get 
the money to buy it. In east-central Illinois, fields of brown silt loam 
treated with phosphate are yielding about 4 bushels of corn an acre a 
year more than untreated fields receiving the same treatment with the 
exception of phosphate (Table 14). In restricted areas in Illinois 
potash is essential and gives large increases in yields. 
7. Keep High-Producing Livestock. Successful livestock farm­
ers pay close attention to quality and productivity of breeding stock. 
TABLE 27.-RETURNS FOR FEED FED TO Hoes AS RELATED TO METHODS 
oF RAISING BRooD Sows 
(Data from farm records for 1929 and 1930) 
Method used 
Sows selected from feedlot shortly before breeding ....... .. .. . 
Sows separated from feedlot about time of weaning and grown 
separately ...................... . .......... ... .......... . 
Total 
number 
of 
records 
284 
108 
Two-year 
average 
r eturn per 
$100 feed 
$129 
139 
TABLE 28.-MILK PRODUCTION PER Cow AS RELATED TO CosTs AND INCOME 
(Data from dairy-enterprise cost study in northern Illinois, 1927-1929) 
Cost per cow 
Feed and bedding.............. . .. . 
Man labor ....................... . 
Interest on investment in cows .... . 
Depreciation ................. ..... . 
Shelter and equipment ........... . . 
Miscellaneous (including veterinary 
fees and medicine, association dues, 
general farm expense, and miscel­
laneous) . ........ . .•............ 
Total cost. .......... ... .. . ... . 
Income 
Dairy sales ................ ..... .. . 
Milk used on farm ................ . 
Appreciation ... . . ..... .... ........ . 
Manure .......................... . 
Total income ............... .. . 
Net profit ..... .. . ............. . ... ... . 
Less than 
7000 lbs. 
milk 
$ 85.85 
24.16 
6 .98 
12.80 
10 .01 
13.29 
$153.09 
$162.18 
7. 70 
. 59 
11.24 
$181.71 
$ 28.62 
7000­
8000 lbs. 
milk 
$ 85.84 
28.96 
7.37 
10.12 
11.72 
14.43 
$158 .44 
$180.71 
14.14 
1.22 
12.97 
$209.04 
$ 50.60 
8000­
9000 lbs. 
milk 
$ 97.91 
25.11 
7.47 
7.20 
8.00 
13.84 
$159 . 53 
$194.13 
11.49 
1. 51 
11.28 
$218 .41 
$ 58 .88 
9000­
10000 lbs. 
milk 
$ 99.05 
29.65 
7.20 
7.41 
8.37 
14.11 
$165.79 
$221 .56 
11.58 
5.62 
9.50 
$248.26 
$ 82.47 
It is on the more profitable farms that one is most likely to find dairy 
cows producing an average of 400 and even 500 pounds of butterfat 
yearly and flocks of hens producing from 125 to 175 eggs a hen. 
More careful selection of hogs for breeding purposes is also 
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apparent on the more profitable farms. Data collected m the Farm 
Bureau Farm Management Service during 1929 and 1930 show that 
on farms where gilts were selected soon after weaning and were grown 
separately, hogs paid $10 more for each $100 worth of feed fed than 
on farms where gilts were picked out of the feeding herd shortly 
before breeding (Table 27). 
Many account cooperators are members of dairy herd improvement 
associations. The importance of high-producing livestock is well illus­
trated by records kept upon a large number of dairy herds in northern 
Illinois (Table 28). Profits on these herds. increased rapidly as pro­
duction per cow increased up to 10,000 pounds of milk per cow. 
8. Fit Livestock to the Farm. Thruout Illinois, farms vary 
widely in the proportion of tillable land which they include and in 
Frc. 9.-FIT LIVESTOCK TO THE FARM 
The rolling character of the land shown above makes it particularly adapt­
able to the use of livestock as a means to larger profit. 
kinds of crops that can be grown to best advantage on them. For 
these reasons, if for no other, they vary in the amount and kind of 
livestock kept. 
On farms included in the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service, 
about 54 percent of the livestock income during the past six years has 
been from hogs. Hogs use large amounts of grain and little roughage, 
thus fitting in with crop production in a heavy corn-producing area. 
More cattle are found on farms that have considerable untillable 
land that can be used to advantage only for pasture. Over the past 
twenty years the number of breeding herds of beef cattle has declined 
markedly in Illinois. The records of the past six years indicate that 
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while most herds have failed to give a good return for the feed used 
when roughage as well as grain was charged to them, there are some 
farms where beef cattle herds have paid a substantial profit. Some of 
the points which account for the success of beef breeding herds on a 
few farms are the use of good-quality breeding cows, the keeping of 
cows almost entirely on pasture and roughage, the feeding of grain to 
calves in creeps while running with the cows, and the fattening of the 
calves for market when they are 8 to 14 months old. After securing 
a good breeding herd, the principal problems are those of maintaining 
health and of feeding economically in order to get good returns for the 
feed fed. 
On small farms, dairying and poultry raising are especially good 
enterprises for increasing the size of the business. Available markets 
and personal preference should be taken into account in deciding upon 
the kind and amounts of different livestock to be kept. 
9. Develop a Large Enough Business. A study of farm records 
thruout Illinois shows that on farms of 160 to 240 acres the net income 
is frequently larger than on farms double that size. Managers of some 
T ABLE 29.-CoMPARISON OF THREE FARMS DIFFERING IN VoLUME OF 
BusiNEss, SouTHWEST ILLINOIS, 1927 
Farm No. 
Size of farm, acres .. . ................. .... . . 
Investment per acre . . . ...................... . 
Gross receipts per farm ......... . ... . ........ . 
Crop acres ........ .. ..... ............ . ... . .. . 
Number of cows . ...... ..................... . 
Pounds of pork produced ........... .. ........ . 
Number of hens .................. ... . ....... . 
Hours of labor performed yearly ...... ... .... . 
Crop yields, bushels 
Corn . ... . ... .. .... ... .............. ... .. . 
\Vheat . .. .............. •.. . .............. 
Oats .. .. ... ... ................. .. . ...... . . 
Pounds of milk per cow .. ... ........ ......... . 
Returns per $100 feed fed, all livestock . . ..... . 
Livestock income per acre .... . .... ........... . 
Gross receipts per acre ......... .. ....... . .... . 
Total expense per acre ....... ... .. .. ......... . 
Net receipts per acre .... ..... ........... . .... . 
Rate earned on farm in vestment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Labor-and-management wage................... 
154 
$ 152 
$3 308 
137 
9. 5 
4 695 
450 
4 231 
25 
15 
35 
6 307 
$ 162 
$ 18 
$ 22 
$ 12 
$ 10 
3. 9o/0 
$1 268 
2 
90 
$ 140 
$1 701 
83 
7.3 
1 748 
134 
3 555 
21 
14 
9 
5 731 
$ 181 
$ 17 
$ 19 
$ 14 
$ 5 
3.8% 
$ 425 
102 
$ 165 
$2 872 
78 
9. 5 
2 708 
320 
5 045 
48 
21 
39 
5 89~ 
$ 152 
$ 21 
$ 28 
$ 18 
$ 10 
6 .9% 
$1 092 
farms of 80 to 120 acres have developed systems that return much 
better earnings than the average earnings of all farms in the area. In 
areas of relatively small farms and small investments, ways of increas­
ing the size of the business become of increasing importance. 
Farms 1 and 2 for which data are given in Table 29 are alike in 
most respects except in size and volume of production. On both farms 
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practically the same rate of interest on the capital was earned, which 
fact would indicate that the managers were about equal in operating 
efficiency. Owing to the small volume of business, however, on the 
90-acre farm, the labor-and-management wage was only one-third as 
large as on the 154-acre farm. That a satisfactory volume of business 
can be obtained without a large acreage is illustrated by a comparison 
of Farm 3, a 102-acre farm, with Farm 1, a 154-acre farm. Largely 
as a result of better than average yields and the raising of more live­
stock of high quality to the acre, the smaller farm had a volume of busi­
ness and a labor-and-management wage about equal to the larger farm. 
There are a number of things that can be done to increase the 
volume of business on a farm without changing its acreage. Some 
farms of 80 acres have a large enough volume of business to provide 
a good living for the farm family under average conditions. This has 
been accomplished on some farms by the development of a dairy herd, 
or a flock of poultry, or by raising truck crops. Other operators have 
enlarged their paying livestock enterprises even tho they have had to 
buy some feed. In contrast with such farms, even a 160-acre farm in 
the best part of the state will not furnish an adequate income for the 
average family if little attention is given to maintaining the producti­
vity of the soil and if only corn, oats, timothy and bluegrass pasture 
are produced and the grain practically all sold on the market. Some 
men have obtained a larger volume of business by increasing crop 
yields and by making a better selection of crops. 
Many farmers find it desirable to increase the volume of the busi­
ness without increasing the size of the farm; others find an advantage 
in increasing the size of the farm. 
SUMMARY 
A difference of a thousand to three thousand dollars in net income 
is not an uncommon occurrence any year among comparable farms in 
the same community in Illinois. The key to such differences, as shown 
by facts and figures derived from actual farm records, lies in the skill 
of the operator in keeping down cash expenses, in adopting practices 
that with little or no cash outlay will reduce the cost per unit of pro­
duction-whether a bushel of corn or a hundred pounds of pork-and 
in carrying out carefully laid long-time plans for the economical opera­
tion of the farm. 
Of special importance in a period of low prices are those practices 
that reduce cash costs. While all farmers try to keep their cash outlay 
low, some farmers are more successful than others in doing this, as is 
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shown by a study of hundreds of farm records. The operators with 
the better incomes have better balanced farms, they manage to use 
labor, power, and machinery to better advantage, and to produce on 
the farm more of the feed for their livestock and of the food for the 
family. As labor, power, and machinery make up from 40 to 70 per­
cent of the cost of growing field crops on Illinois farms, it is easy to 
see the importance of making the most efficient use of them possible. 
On a large group of farms having power and machinery costs of $3 to 
$4.99 per crop acre, the earnings were more than $350 higher than on 
another group of farms on which the power and machinery costs 
ranged between $5 and $6.99 per crop acre. 
Among the practices that afford opportunity to increase income 
with little or no cash outlay will be found in the main those that in­
crease the returns per acre or per animal unit, such as the use of high­
yielding seeds tested for germination, the feeding of balanced rations 
made up so far as possible of home-grown feeds, and the control of 
crop and livestock diseases and insect pests. The advantage of using 
high-yielding strains of seed is illustrated by the results from 888 fields 
of well-treated soil planted to corn. On 512 fields where high-yielding 
strains were used, the average yield over a period of five years was 5 
bushels an acre greater than on 376 fields where ordinary strains were 
used. 
The third group of farm practices- those that require additional 
capital or a considerable period of time before the full benefit from 
them can be realized- include soil-improvement practices, better drain­
age, the application of limestone, potash, or phosphorus where needed, 
the better arrangement of field systems and crop rotations, and the 
carrying of suitable kinds and amounts of livestock. 
Any one of the practices discussed in this circular may seem a small 
matter in itself, but from a study of many hundreds of farm records 
it is perfectly clear that the net result of all these better practices is a 
substantial increase in net farm income. The more one studies the 
effect of various farm practices on the net income derived from fa rm­
ing, the more one is impressed with the fact that success in farming 
is achieved not by d.oing unusual things but b)' doing th e usual things 
unusually well. 
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Investigations From Which Data Were Obtained 
The facts discussed in this circular have been provided by investigations 
made by the Department of Farm Organization and Management during the 
past eighteen years. These include (1) detailed cost-of-production studies which 
have been carried on thruout the entire eighteen-year period and which serve 
to point out the relative importance of different farm costs and ways of lower­
ing them; (2) studies of special farm operations, such as the husking of corn 
with mechanical huskers and the harvesting of grain crops with the combine, 
which provide a means of comparing different methods of doing the same farm 
operation; (3) farm-power studies which provide a basis for comparing dif­
ferent types of power and ways of economizing in their use; (4) studies of 
separate livestock enterprises conducted to determine the influence of various 
factors upon the economy of production; ( 5) farm financial records kept in 
the Illinois Farm Account Book by large numbers of farmers thruout the state 
which provide a basis for studying the influence of different factors on farm 
earnings; and (6) Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records, which 
include the records kept in the Illinois Farm Account Book and carefully super­
vised records of many farm practices. 
While the other types of studies referred to are familiar to most readers, 
the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service is of recent development and is 
not so well known. It originated in Illinois during the latter part of 1924 as 
an outgrowth of regular farm management extension work begun in Tazewell 
county in 1915. Its purpose is to assist the cooperating farmers to keep such 
farm accounts as will enable them to study the efficiency with which they are 
conducting their farm business and to apply to their individual farms the prac­
tices in farm organization and operation which have proved profitable on other 
farms of a similar type. 
The present cooperators in the project are farm-bureau members of Liv­
ingston, McLean, Tazewell, and Woodford counties. About sixty farm-bureau 
members in each of these four counties cooperated in the project for the three 
years 1925, 1926, and 1927; about three-fourths of them continued during 1928. 
An analysis was made of the records obtained during the first three years. 
Beginning the latter part of 1928 the project was reorganized for the three-year 
period 1929 to 1931 with about 400 farm-bureau members quite evenly distributed 
in the same four counties. About three-fourths of the original cooperafors 
continued in the service. The total annual cost is approximately $35 per farm 
per year, part of which cost is borne by the University and part by the co­
operators. In two counties the farm bureaus pay a portion of the cooperator's 
fee. 
An advisory committee composed of one representative from each county 
cooperates with the Department of Farm Organization and Management of the 
University of Illinois in planning and directing the work. 
